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dartR  Phylogeny
gl2phylip produces a distance matrix as input for Phylip

gl2svdquartets produces an input nexus file for PAUP* (Swofford, 2003) to   
undertake a phylogeny using SVD quartets. 

gl2snapp produces an input nexus file for BEAUti (part of BEAST) which can 
then be used to access SNAPP.

gl2treemix produces an input file for treemix.

gl2phylonet produces an input file for Phylonet (Zhu, Wen, Yu, Meudt, & 
Nakhleh, 2018), which has options for analysing data not as a 
bifurcating tree, but as a network. 

gl2fasta produces a fastA file 

Astral-III Can't quite work out how it would work with sequence tags of 20 
to 69 bp and one variable site each?

Remember to use: ? for help
e.g. ?gl2treemix



1. Relatedness among individuals

2. Genetic similarity among a
reticulate network of populations

3. Phylogeny of lineages within 
species

4. Species phylogeny

Chimaera

Tokogenic
exchange

Structure
within

species,
potentially
ephemeralEnduring, 

name-bearing
candidates Sukumaran & Knowles (2017). 

PNAS 114, 1607–1612



What are our fundamental 
taxonomic units?

All species are lineages, but 
not all lineages are species.

How do you delineate lineage 
structure within species from 

lineages that are species?

Greater emphasis on 
diagnosibility

(the “essential, fixed, intrinsic marks” of Linnaeus)

Sukumaran & Knowles (2017)

Georges et al., Mol Ecol. 2018



Fixed differences

A fixed difference between two populations 
occurs at a locus

when 

• one population becomes fixed for 
the reference allele 

• the other population becomes fixed for 
the alternate (SNP) allele

gl.fixed.diff(gl)

Fixed differences are diagnostic traits



Fixed differences

Fixed differences are not transitive

Populations can daisychain

gl.collapse.recursive(gl)

Locus 01

Pop A 0

Pop B 25

Pop C 100



What is a Fixed Difference

Fixed differences are not transitive

Populations can daisychain

Need to decide what to do with admixture at 
boundaries

gl.collapse.recursive(gl)

Locus 01

Pop A 0

Pop B 25

Pop C 100



Fixed differences are not 
Transitive

gl.collapse.recursive(gl)

Locus 01

Pop A 0

Pop B 25

Pop C 100

Sampling has to be comprehensive



Asymmetry in Proof

If two finite sets of individuals are sampled from two 
populations and share alleles at all loci,

the populations do not differ

If fixed differences are observed, 
ambiguity

Need a test of significance

gl.collapse.pval(gl)



• Sample comprehensively

• Examine structure with PCoA

• Deal with contemporary admixture

• Amalgamate populations with no 
fixed differences

• Apply this recursively, until no 
further amalgamation

• Test the significance of observed 
fixed differences, and collapse 
further

• Phylogeny

• Map the putative OTUs on the 
phylogeny

Fixed Difference Analysis







gl.newhyb()
gl.pcoa()
gl.pcoa.plot()

Deal with admixture



gl.fixed.diff()
gl.dist.heatmap()

Example
only



gl.collapse.recursive()
gl.collapse.pval()

MDB LEB Hunter EC&SEC NEC

MDB 0 31.0 33.8 26.3 40.4

LEB 385 0 36.1 30.5 42.5

Hunter 471 1304 0 22.4 32.6

EC&SEC 3 165 311 0 31.4

NEC 155 275 908 22 0

Fixed Differences

Euclidean Distance
~ Roger’s D

Recursive Amalgamation
and significance testing



gl2phylip()

Phylogeny



gl2svdquartets()

Phylogeny



gl2svdquartets()

Phylogeny



Georges et al. 2018, Mol Ecol

End Game

Are they species?

Dynamic system of 
diagnosable lineages diverging 
on independent evolutionary 
trajectories, but held back in 
their speciation by low level 

episodic exchange. 
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End Game

Are they species?

Dynamic system of 
diagnosable lineages diverging 
on independent evolutionary 
trajectories, but held back in 
their speciation by low level 

episodic exchange. 

As a practical convenience – may assign names



Do I care?


